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In Support of Learning
Patterns of collaboration and change
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Classrooms that inspire better  
ways to teach and learn.
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New approaches to teaching and learning are everywhere you look. Don’t plan on getting  

used to them, though—they’ll change again.

That’s why it’s so important for classrooms, teaching tools and furniture to be as flexible  

as possible. 

Think about students and teachers who are on the move more than ever, collaborating,  

researching, debating and reconvening. They need furniture that’s ready to move, too.  

What about the new technologies that enter the classroom, becoming increasingly central  

to the exchange of information? They need furniture that can protect and power, here or  

there. And now that classrooms are being used by several groups in many ways, day and  

night, the furniture should flex, reconfigure, and withstand years of hard work and play. 

Dewey does all that. But it’s not just about accommodating new teaching styles. Dewey  

goes a step further and actually inspires better approaches. That was our central goal, as  

Fixtures Furniture developed Dewey—listening, learning and ultimately leading with a new  

wave of products for learning environments. This collection encompasses all we’ve learned,  

so you can count on it to inspire the learning of the future. 
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Access. Power laptops, share ideas  

or delve into a serious debate.

Dewey: wild cherry laminate, dolphin urethane  

edge, silver frame, cloud case.

Create a flexible classroom. Find solutions through conversation. Gain inspiration 

by moving about to see what others are doing. Circle around for presentations 

and group debates. Then square up for a pop quiz. Easy with Dewey.

Problem solved. Small groups solve problems  

together. The instructor moves from group to group,  

lending ideas and posing challenges. Laptops are  

close at hand and powered up.

Dewey: dover white laminate, dolphin urethane edge on  

tables and buddy, white edgeband on bookcases, silver  

frame. Hannah chairs by izzy: jay, silver frame.

Patterns and flow
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Stadium style. Don’t miss a thing  

happening up front, even if you’re in  

the back.

Dewey: huntington maple laminate, dolphin  

urethane edge, silver frame, cloud case.

Group work. Experiments and small 

group discussions are well supported.

Dewey: dover white laminate, black bear urethane 

edge, cloud storage case, graphite bookshelf.
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Focus. Get a good view of the presentation, 

or concentrate on your individual work with 

this ordered, straight-forward approach.

Dewey: dover white laminate, wolf urethane edge,  

silver frame, graphite case.

All eyes up front It’s good to have options. Dewey supports different classroom layouts, which in  

turn support different teaching styles. When students feel more visually connected 

to the instructor and one another, interacting and learning is easier. Period.
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Balance. Adjustable height tables allow for  

a stadium-like approach for presentations.

Dewey: earth laminate, dolphin urethane edge,  

charcoal frame, graphite cases and bookshelves.

Flexibility. Teach however you want  

with furniture on wheels that readily 

follows your lead.

Dewey: steel mesh laminate, koala urethane 

edge on tables and helpdesk, steel mesh 

laminate and folkstone edgeband on  

bookshelves, knoll sonnet sierra on benches, 

all silver frame. HÅG wing chairs: white,  
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Lecture. Instructors and 

students can easily see 

one another, supporting  

discourse and dialogue.

Dewey: dover white laminate, 

wolf urethane edge, silver 

frame, cloud case. Sling 

Swivel chairs by Harter: banana 

calypso sina pearson fabric, 

silver frame.

Choice Clearly, there are as many ways to configure a classroom as there are teaching 

styles and subject matter. Dewey doesn’t restrict freedom or dictate how things 

are done—it goes with the flow, as teachers and students lead the way. 
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Break it down.  
Splitting into smaller 

groups makes large 

classes more  

manageable,  

encouraging options  

and interaction.

Dewey: monticello maple  

laminate, dolphin urethane 

edge, sliver frame. Emotion 

chairs by Fixtures Furniture: 

parakeet, silver frame.

Get face time. Collaborate. Discuss and debate. 

Everyone can see everyone else, facilitating better 

conversations and more idea sharing. 

Dewey: pearl laminate, hippo urethane edge, charcoal frame, 

platinum case. Momentum hue shade bench with platinum 

laminate in-line table, charcoal frame on all. Fetch chairs by 

Fixtures Furniture: falcon, silver frame.
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Be inviting. When spaces 

are both functional  

and cool, people are more  

likely to gather and interact.

Dewey: dover white laminate,  

wolf urethane edge, silver paint.  

Smile chairs by Fixtures Furniture: 

purple martin, silver frame.

Learning 
happens 
everywhere

We all know those in-between spaces—the ones tucked among classes,  

dorm rooms, offices and entrances—are actually at the center of everything. 

Learning that starts in the classroom continues in these spaces... or starts in 

these spaces before migrating to the classroom. Students gather and meet  

in various configurations, sharing new ideas in fresh combinations. Instructors 

wander by and interact in organic, spontaneous ways. People find a few  

moments alone, to read or check email, without ever entirely leaving the mix. 

Dewey knows just how to define those spaces in subtle, appealing ways.

Cozy up. Freestanding  

bookshelves carve out  

intimate spaces for  

study and conversation.

Dewey: monticello maple laminate 

bookcase, dover white laminate table, 

wolf urethane edge. Forum lounge and 

worktables by Harter: COM (knolltextiles 

gala clementine)  fabric, silver frame. 

Smile chairs by Fixtures Furniture: oriole, 

silver frame.
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Dewey by Fixtures Furniture is a complete collection,  

including a variety of available features for optimal flexibility  

The Helpdesk offers easy access to  

technology and power connections.
The power/data trough provides simple, quick 

technology and power access. Powered tables can  

be connected together.

The Buddy works seamlessly with the Helpdesk  

and tables to provide an extra mobile surface.

OPTIONAL IPOD/IPHONE DOCKING STATION  
IN HELPDESK

ALUMINUM FRAME MODESTY PANEL WORKSURFACE MOUNTED MODESTY PANEL CASTER

STORAGE CABINETS WITH RACK MOUNTED  
A/V EQUIPMENT 

GROMMET  POWER TO TABLE

STANDARD URETHANE EDGE PROFILE ON  
HELPDESK AND LECTERNS

Don't forget the details

Urethane 2MM Edgeband

EDGE PROFILES

DESIGN 

joey ruiter

ENVIRONMENTAL

Dewey features over 20% recycled content. Designed for minimal  

impact on indoor air quality, it has powder coat finishing and PVC-free 

components. No welded parts ease product breakdown for reuse.



LECTERN 

Pneumatic height 

adjustable. Urethane 

edge standard. 

Locking storage 

optional.

D 27"
L 30"
H 37"-44"

BOOKSHELF

Wall-mount or 

freestanding.

WALL-MOUNT 

D 14"
L 38"
H 82"

FREESTANDING 

D 14"
L 40"
H 84"

MEDIA CABINET

Technology racks 

and rear access 

door optional; 

locking standard.

D 18.75"
L 20"
H 60"

HELPDESK

Electric, pin-height 

or crank-height 

adjustable. Urethane 

edge standard. 

Small  

and large locking 

cabinets, flip up 

power with USB or 

iPod/iPhone dock 

optional.

D 30"
L 60", 72"

STANDING

EH 39"- 49"
PH 36"- 42"
CH 37"- 47"

SEATED

CH 27"-37"

C- AND T-BASE 
TABLES 
Pin-height  

and crank-height  

adjustable.  

Grommets, modesty 

and, power options.

D 20", 24", 27"
L 36", 48", 60", 72"
H 29"
PH 27"-33"
cH 27"-37"

6-TOP 

Standing and  

seated height.

STANDING

D 27"
L 72" 

H 42"

SEATED

D 27"
L 60" 

H 29"

BENCH 

Upholstered cushion.  

Optional in-line 

tables.

D 18"
L 48", 60", 72", 96"
H 17"

BUDDY 

Pneumatic height  

adjustable. Urethane 

edge standard.

D 20"
L 27"
H 27"-41"

dewey

LAMINATES
CORE SOLIDS

MELAMINE
CORE SOLIDS

graphite black

citadeldover white platinumpearl earthfolkstone

CLASSIC WOOD GRAINS

montana 
walnut

hemlock

EVOLVING WOOD GRAINS

CLASSIC PATTERNS

grey nebula graphite 
nebula

white 
nebula

EDGES
2MM EDGEBAND – CORE SOLIDS

URETHANES

hippo beaver black bear

dolphin otterkangarookoala wolfoyster

FRAME FINISHES

charcoaloatmeal blacksilverwhite

BENCH UPHOLSTERY
MOMENTUM HUE

blackshade quarrydandelion

CLASSIC WOOD GRAINS

hemlockmontana 
walnut

wild cherry versailles 
anigre

empire 
mahogany

monticello 
maple

huntington 
maple

fusion 
maple

brown citadel graphite black

satin silver platinum earthneutral 
white

folkstonewhite

2MM EDGEBAND – CLASSIC WOOD GRAINS

hemlockmontana 
walnut

wild cherry versailles 
anigre

empire 
mahogany

monticello 
maple

huntington 
maple

fusion 
maple
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wild cherry versailles 
anigre

empire 
mahogany

monticello 
maple

huntington 
maple

fusion 
maple

CLASSIC PATTERNS

grey  
nebula

graphite 
nebula

steel meshgrey mesh pewter 
mesh

white 
nebula

gilded 
mesh

sheer mesh

graphite black

cloud platinumivory earthfolkstone

chestnut 
woodline

smoky 
brown pear

zebranomillennium 
oak

oiled walnutdunewood


